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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a novel discriminative speech frame
selection (DSFS) scheme for the problem of in-set/out-of-set
speaker identification, which seeks to decrease the similarity
between speaker models and background model (or anti-
speaker model), and increase the accuracy of speaker
identification. The working scheme of DSFS consists of two
steps: speech frame analysis and discriminative frame
selection. Two methods are used to perform DSFS, (i) Teager
Energy Operator (TEO) energy based and (ii) MELP pitch
based methods. An evaluation using both clean and noisy
corpora that include single and multiple recording sessions
show that both TEO energy based and MELP pitch based
DSFS schemes can reduce EER (equal error rate) dramatically
over a traditional GMM-UBM baseline system. Compared
with traditional GMM speaker identification, the DSFS is able
to select only discriminative speech frames, and therefore
consider only discriminative features. This selection is able to
decrease the overlap between speaker models and background
model, and improve the performance of in-set/out-of-set
speaker identification.

1. Introduction
Voice authentication employs the unique characteristics of a
user’s speech to perform authentication [1]. Various
government agencies use voice authentication for security
purposes, such as ensuring that only authorized users have
access to computer files or buildings [2]. This requires a
machine to be able to automatically recognize a speaker from
his/her voice. If the authorized users (i.e., in-set speakers)
possesses some physical trait (i.e., age, physical size, etc.) or
language trait (i.e., same geographical region, dialect, accent,
etc.), the in-set speaker detection is presumably easier [3].
However, if the grouped subjects for the in-set are arbitrary,
the problem of identifying in-set/out-of-set speakers (or open-
set speaker recognition) will become challenging.

A number of studies have investigated open-set speaker
recognition problems in the past. One most important focus
has been the question of how to model speech. In a study by
Plumpe, et. al [4], they present a technique to automatically
estimate and temporally model the glottal flow derivative
waveform from voiced speech. In another study, Shahin, et. al
[5] model and analyze the vocal tract under normal and
stressful talking conditions, and found that under stressful
talking conditions, the vocal tract transfer function is different
with that of under normal talking style. This will change the
fundamental frequency (i.e., pitch). Some researchers consider
using speech codec to help automatic speaker identification.
In a study by Mikhael and Premakanthan [6], a waveform
based automatic speaker identification algorithm is developed.
They form representative codebooks for each speaker

employing mixed transform coding in conjunction with split
vector quantization during the encoding stage (training mode),
and then during the decoding stage (running mode), the
vectors that best represent the unknown input vector are
selected to represent the speech vectors. Another study by
Leis, et. al [7], investigate the effect of speech compression
using a multistage vector quantization of the short-term
(formant) filter parameters for text-independent speaker
identification, and demonstrated that the speaker model
should be constructed from raw speech before spectral
compression. Phythian, Ingram and Sridharan [8] investigate
three common speech coding systems (CELP, LPC, and
GSM) on the pitch and formant frequencies of speech
extracted from several dialect regions of the TIMIT speech
corpus. Feature extraction and selection is also critical in
speaker identification. In a study by Quatieri, Jankowski, and
Reynolds [9], onset times of resonant energy pulses with the
high-resolution Teager operator is measured and used as
features in the a Gaussian-mixture speaker identification
algorithm [10]. In another study by Premakanthan and
Mikhael [11], they discussed the importance of selective
feature extraction for speaker verification/recognition. Their
general conclusion is that the features extracted for the
verification process must possess high discriminative power,
higher interspeaker variability, and capability of creating a
statistical model without the need for excessive training data
and must possess statistical properties that are invariant across
speakers over a wide range of speaking environments.
Motivated by their results, our study in this paper focuses on
how to select discriminative speech features for the in-set/out-
of-set speaker identification task and propose a Discriminative
Speech Frame Selection (DSFS) scheme.

In our proposed scheme, we first analyze the speech
waveform frame by frame, and then select the frames that
possess high discriminative characteristics for this speaker,
and throw away frames that reflect limited speaker content, as
the features extracted from these frames are not discriminative
to this speaker and might be similar to the features extracted
to frames from other speakers. For example, acoustic
environment might change for a short time, interference might
suddenly be added and then disappear, or a speaker might
change his/her emotion. This similarity will mislead the
trained speaker model and degrade the accuracy of speaker
identification. Therefore, the goal of the proposed
discriminative speech frame selection (DSFS) is to select the
frames that possess .

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In the
next section, we briefly review the GMM-UBM based
classifier, which is used as our baseline system for in-set/out-
of-set speaker identification. In Sec. 3, we describe the
principal of the proposed discriminative speech frame
selection (DSFS) scheme. The working scheme of DSFS is
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Figure 1(a): Traditional In-Set/Out-of-Set Speaker Identification

Figure 1(b): Proposed In-Set/Out-of-Set Speaker Identification
Based on Discriminative Feature Selection

described in Sec. 4. Next, Sec. 5 presents the experimental
results. Finally, conclusions are given in Sec. 6.

2. GMM-UBM and MAP Adaptation
While many studies have been considered, the state-of-the-art
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with Maximum A priori
(MAP) speaker adaptation has become the dominant approach
for text-independent speaker recognition [10]. A speaker
independent model, or Universal Background Model (UBM),
is normally trained from non-target speakers using the
Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm. The probability
density function (pdf) of an M-Gaussian component D-
dimensional observation vector X is defined as:
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where m� is the weight assigned to the m-th component in the

UBM, and r is a relevance factor which controls the balance of
adaptation. The speaker dependent model obtained from the
MAP-adapted UBM provides a tighter coupling between the
speaker specific model and the UBM. In our implementation,
we also setup an energy threshold to filter out silent frame.

3. Principal of Discriminative Speech Frame
Selection (DSFS)

Fig. 1 describes the main idea of the proposed discriminative
speech frame selection (DSFS) scheme, and the difference
with traditional in-set/out-of-set speaker identification
systems. Fig. 1(a) shows the traditional scheme used for in-
set/out-of-set speaker identification. In this scheme, speech
features are first extracted from the in-set speakers, and then
speaker models are trained based on the extracted speech
features. In the proposed Discriminative Speech Frame
Selection (DSFS) scheme shown in Fig. 1 (b), we first analyze
the speech waveforms frame by frame for each of the in-set
speakers using TEO energy based and MELP coder based
schemes. Next, we select the discriminative speech frames
from the entire frame space based on the analysis results.

The goal of DSFS is to set aside speech features that are not
characteristics that uniquely represent this speaker. If
competing speakers might also possess these speech features,
the speaker model trained based on these features will have
significant overlap with the anti-speaker model, making the
speaker identification more difficult. However, if we train
speaker models using features extracted from the
discriminative speech frames, this overlap will become
smaller. Thus, DSFS is able to decrease the similarity and
overlap between the speaker models and background model,
and therefore increase the accuracy of an in-set/out-of-set
speaker identification system.

4. Working Scheme of DSFS
The working scheme of DSFS consists of two steps: speech
frame analysis and discriminative frame selection. Two
methods are used to perform DSFS, TEO energy based and
MELP pitch based methods.

4.1. TEO Energy Based Discriminative Speech Frame
Selection Scheme

TEO energy is an energy operator, which was developed by
Teager and later described by Kaiser [12] as follows:
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To measure the energy from speech, which is produced by a
non-linear process, the TEO energy uses three samples instead
of
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Figure 2: Formal Description of TEO Energy
Based Discriminative Feature Selection Scheme
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Figure 4: Pitch Tracking Results for a
Portion of Speaker Using TIMIT

an entire frame average to compute energy. The intent of TEO
is to reflect the energy of the non-linear energy flow within the
vocal tract for a single resonant frequency.

In our implementation, we first compute the signal TEO
energy signalE on a frame by frame basis, and then compare

this energy with a threshold DSFSTH . We only select the

frames when signalE is greater than DSFSTH . Fig. 2 shows the
TEO energy based discriminative feature selection scheme.

4.2. MELP Coder Based Discriminative Speech Frame
Selection Scheme

The Mixed Excitation Linear Prediction (MELP) coder [13]
describes the U.S. Federal Standard at 2400 bps. MELP is
based on the traditional LPC model, with additional features,
which allows the coder to better match the characteristics of
the input speech. The transmitted parameters include LSF
parameters, Fourier magnitudes, Gain, Pitch/overall voicing,
Bandpass voicing, Aperiodic flag, Error protection, and a
Sync bit, which are all used by the output synthesis unit. In
out speech frame selection scheme, we first apply the MELP
encoder on the speech frames, and then select discriminative
frames by analyzing a selection of the parameters from the
MELP parameters. Figure 3 shows the basic flow of this
scheme by analyzing pitch/overall voicing. Figure 4 shows the
pitch tracking results using a speaker from TIMIT.

5. Performance Evaluation

5.1. Experimental Setup

Three corpora are used for our study. CORPUS1 has only a
single recoding session and is noise-free, CORPUS2 is also
noise-free, but has multiple recording sessions and is non-
English, and CORPUS3 has multiple recording sessions and
is noisy.
5.1.1. CORPUS1: Single Recording Session consisting of
Clean Speech Corpus (TIMIT)

A set of 60 male speakers were randomly selected as a speaker
sample space. These 60 speakers serve both as in-set speakers
and out-of-set speakers (impostors) depending on the
experimental set. In particular, three different sizes of in-set
speakers were randomly selected from the speaker sample
space as the in-set speakers, with the remaining 45 speakers
taking the role of impostors (‘15in/45out’, (i.e., in a manner
consistent with [3])). Similar to other Round-Robin test
procedures, different combinations of in-set and out-of-set
speakers were also selected, resulting in four distinct
‘15in/45out’ groups, two distinct ‘30in/30out’ groups, and
two (with some overlap) ‘45in/15out’ groups. The training
and testing speech data of each speaker were randomly
selected and concatenated from the original TIMIT database,
with no data overlap. The training data was limited to
approximately 5 seconds of speech, while test data sets were
created for 2, 4, 6, and 8 seconds of speech. Also, some
speakers excluded from the working speaker sample space are
used as development data.
5.1.2. CORPUS2: Multiple Recording Sessions consisting
of Clean Non-English Speech Corpus

The second data test set consists of speech is from Spanish
speakers, which was recorded under multiple recoding
sessions. Similar to the experimental framework for
CORPUS1, a collection of 72 speakers were randomly
selected as the speaker sample space. The size of the different
in-set/out-of-set speaker groups are ‘18in/54out’ (4 groups),
‘36in/36out’ (2 groups), and ‘54in/18out’ (2 groups with
some overlap). The training data was also limited to
approximately 5 seconds of speech, and test data was again
created for 2, 4, 6, and 8 seconds of speech. Two sets of
training and test data for each speaker group were also created
for overall averaging of the results.
5.1.3. CORPUS3: Multiple Recording Session and Noisy
Speech Corpus

The third data test set consists of speech recorded with aircraft
cockpit noise. The transmissions are short in duration and
have multiple recording phases (i.e., contains session-to-
session variability). Similar to the experimental framework for
CORPUS1 and CORPUS2, a collection of 36 speakers were
randomly selected as the speaker sample space. The different
sizes of in-set/out-of-set speaker groups are ‘9in/27out’ (4
groups), ‘18in/18out’ (2 groups), and ‘27in/9out’ (2 groups).
The training data was also limited to approximately 5 seconds
of speech, and test data was again created for 2, 4, 6, and 8
seconds of speech. Two sets of training and testing for each
speaker group were also created for overall averaging of the
results.

5.2. Evaluations

5.2.1. Baseline System

1. Find the mean pitch nF for each in-set
speaker using MELP encoder algorithm,
here n denotes the speaker;

2. Compute instantaneous pitch niF on a
frame by frame basis , here n denotes
the speaker, and i denotes the frame
number;

3. Compute the distance Fd between frame

pitch niF and mean pitch nF ;

4. Group the frames for which Fd is within
a certain range;

5. Extract speech features from the frames
within this group;

6. Train in-set speaker models using the
l d fFigure 3: Formal Description of MELP Coder

Based Discriminative Feature Selection Scheme

First, the UBM is constructed from speakers in the
development set, with 32 Gaussian components. A single



speaker-dependent GMM for each in-set speaker is then
estimated from the UBM, based on MAP adaptation. The
number of Gaussian mixtures is also fixed to 32 for all
speakers in our experiments. The baseline system employs
equation (1) and (2), when the verification stage is decided
based on the likelihood ratio test against the UBM.

5.2.2. Experimental Results

Fig. 5 shows the average Equal Error Rate (EER) of the
system performance over all experiments with the same ‘in-
set/out-of-set’ size at different testing utterance durations.
‘Baseline’ (lines with circles) denotes the baseline system,
which tests the likelihood ratio against the UBM. ‘MELP
Based’ (lines with star) denotes the system with
discriminative speech frame selection using MELP pitch.
‘TEO Based’ (lines with diamond) denotes the system with
discriminative speech frame selection using TEO energy.
From these results, we draw the following observations:
(i.) EERs tend to degrade as the size of the in-set speaker

group increases. However, some variability exists.
(ii.) For all three CORPORA results, the DSFS based system

dramatically reduces EERs for all test durations.
(iii.) For multiple recording sessions and clean CORPUS2,

TEO energy based DSFS has EERs improvement by up
to 41.1%, 26.8%, and 30.8% respectively as the in-set
size increases from 18 to 54, while the MELP pitch
based has EERs improvement by up to 25.7%, 18.9%,
and 24.5% respectively.

(iv.)For the clean CORPUS1 and CORPUS2, we see that
TEO energy based DSFS scheme is better that MELP
pitch based DSFS scheme.

(v.) The presence of noise in AORPUS3 some variability in
performance, but TEO energy and MELP pitch based
DSFS both improve performance as test duration
increases to 6-8sec.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have proposed a TEO energy based and
MELP pitch based discriminative speech frame selection
(DSFS) scheme for in-set/out-of-set speaker identification
system. We demonstrated that the DSFS can reduce EER
dramatically based on either speech frame selection scheme.

However, some issues remain to address for future work:
� Consider other speech frame selection criteria within

MELP, such as gain, excitation, and vocal tract structure.
� Determine in-set/out-of-set performance over noisy

speech data or alternative channel structure that includes
multiple speakers.

� The absolute EER could be further reduced with further
research on the decision threshold criteria.
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Figure 5: In-set vs Out-of-set Speaker
Identification performance in terms of

EER (%) at 2, 4, 6, 8 second test utterances

(a) CORPUS 1: Clean Speech Corpus
Under Single Recoding Session
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(b) CORPUS 2: Clean Speech Corpus
Under Multiple Recoding Session
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(c) CORPUS 3: Noisy Speech Corpus
Under Multiple Recoding Session
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